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Biden ‘concerned’ as China extends military 
drills around Taiwan
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TAIPEI, Aug 8 (Reuters) - China announced new 
military drills around Taiwan on Monday, eliciting 
concern from U.S. President Joe Biden, a day af-
ter the scheduled end of Beijing’s largest exercises 
to protest last week’s visit to the island by U.S. 
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi.

China’s Eastern Theatre Command said it would 
conduct joint drills focusing on anti-submarine 
and sea assault operations - confirming the fears 
of some security analysts and diplomats that Bei-
jing would keep pressure on Taiwan’s defences.

Taiwan’s foreign ministry condemned the move, 
saying China, which claims the self-governed 
island as its own, was deliberately creating crises. 
It demanded Beijing stop its military actions and 
“pull back from the edge”.

“In the face of military intimidation created by 
China, Taiwan will not be afraid nor back down, 
and will more firmly defend its sovereignty, 
national security, and free and democratic way of 
life,” the ministry said in a statement.

Biden, in his first public comments on the issue 
since Pelosi’s visit, said he was not worried about 
Taiwan but was concerned about China’s actions 
in the region. read more

“I’m concerned they are moving as much as they 
are,” Biden told reporters in Delaware. “But I 
don’t think they’re going to do anything more 
than they are.”

White House Press Secretary Karine Jean-Pierre 
later condemned China’s drills.
“We’ve been condemning them since they started 
escalating,” Jean-Pierre said. “They are provoc-
ative, irresponsible and raise the risk of miscal-
culation. And that’s what he - the president - was 
referring to.”

VISIT ANGERS CHINA
Pelosi’s visit infuriated China, which responded 
with test launches of ballistic missiles over Taipei 
for the first time, and ditching some lines of dia-
logue with Washington, including theatre military 
talks and on climate change. read more

Counter narcotics cooperation on illicit fentan-
yl trafficking was among the channels Beijing 
suspended, a move the head of U.S. drug control 
policy Rahul Gupta on Monday called “unaccept-
able”. read more

The duration and precise location of the latest 
drills is not yet known, but Taiwan has already 
eased flight restrictions near the six earlier Chi-
nese exercise areas surrounding the island. read 
more

Taiwan’s defence ministry said it had detected 39 
Chinese air force planes and 13 navy ships in and 

around the Taiwan Strait on Monday. Twenty-one 
Chinese air force planes had entered Taiwan’s air 
defence zone, including fighter jets that crossed 
the median line in the northern part of the Taiwan 
Strait, the ministry said.

Singapore Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong warned 
of the potential for miscalculation over tensions in 
the Taiwan Strait.

“Around us, a storm is gathering. U.S.-China rela-
tions are worsening, with intractable issues, deep 
suspicions, and limited engagement,” Lee said in a 
televised address. read more

U.S. Under Secretary of Defense for Policy Colin 
Kahl, however, told a briefing that the United States 
still believed it was unlikely China would try retake 
Taiwan militarily in the next few years, despite its 
actions in the past week.

U.S. President Joe Biden departs Delaware on trav-
el to eastern Kentucky to visit families affected by 
devastation from recent flooding

Kahl said the U.S. military would continue to carry 
out passages through the Taiwan Strait in the com-
ing weeks. read more

The Benfold destroyer sailed through the waterway 
separating China and Taiwan on July 19, and the 

U.S. military has been conducting such transits about 
once a month. read more

‘DEEPLY TOUCHED’
Shortly before the latest drills were announced, Tai-
wan President Tsai Ing-wen met visiting St. Vincent 
and the Grenadines Prime Minister Ralph Gonsalves, 
telling him she was moved by his determination to visit 
despite China’s military pressure. read more

“Prime Minister Gonsalves has expressed in recent 
days that the Chinese military drills would not prevent 
him from visiting friends in Taiwan. These statements 
have deeply touched us,” Tsai said at a welcome cere-
mony for Gonsalves in Taipei.

The Caribbean country is one of only around a dozen 
nations to have formal diplomatic ties with Taiwan and 
not China.

It was unclear if Tsai had invited Gonsalves before or 
after Pelosi’s visit. Taiwan’s foreign ministry said it 
doesn’t disclose internal planning or communications 
between governments.

Beyond the firing of 11 short-range ballistic missiles 
during the four earlier days of exercises, Chinese war-
ships, fighter jets and drones manoeuvred extensively 
around the island.
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As the midterm elections in the United States are approaching, national
politicians are carrying out various activities to ensure the resources of
political parties both in the Democrat and Republican parties.

Yesterday we greeted Varun Nikore, Executive Director of AAPI Victory
Alliance, and Ms. Nabila Manzoor of Rise AAPI, from Washington D.C. at
our Houston office and had an in-depth discussion of the upcoming
midterm elections.

In the last presidential election, the majority of Asian American voters
supported the Democratic Party. That was one of the reasons Joe Biden
became president. But today, with the national inflation rate rising, the
surging Ukraine war ongoing and the souring U.S. - China relationship
having fallen to its lowest point – all of these challenges will be faced by
the Biden
Administration
and the entire
party as well.

I told Mr. Nikore
that for many
people of Asian

descent, most of them are engaged in small business and they
advocate low taxes and small government. They ideologically are
leaning to support the Republican Party, but emotionally they are
also subjected to a lot of injustice and discrimination, so they tend to
support the Democratic Party, especially in California and Texas.

No matter how we choose the sides, the most important thing is to
register to vote. This is our right and responsibility.

0808//0606//20222022

Participation In Politics Is Our RightParticipation In Politics Is Our Right
And ResponsibilityAnd Responsibility

Editor’s Choice

A Palestinian woman and her daughter react at their house which was dam-
aged in an Israeli air strike, amid Israel-Gaza fighting, in the northern Gaza 
Strip. REUTERS/Mohammed Salem

Gustavo Petro gestures during his swearing-in ceremony at Plaza Bolivar, in Bogota, Colombia. 
REUTERS/Luisa Gonzalez

A sinkhole that was exposed last week has doubled in size, at a mining zone close to 
Tierra Amarilla town, in Copiapo, Chile. REUTERS/Johan Godoy

A woman attends the swear-
ing-in ceremony of Colombia’s 
President-elect Gustavo Petro, 
at Plaza de Bolivar, in Bogota, 
Colombia. REUTERS/Mariana 
Greif

Women breastfeed their 
babies during a breastfeeding 
festival organized by Teta-
da Masiva group to tackle 
social stigma, in Mexico City, 
Mexico. REUTERS/Quetzalli 
Nicte-Ha

Palestinians celebrate on a street 
after a ceasefire was announced, 
in Gaza City. REUTERS/Ibra-
heem Abu Mustafa
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“Global food security faces ‘serious threats’ from a combina-
tion of soaring prices, fertilizer shortages and a potential loss 
of production due to the war in Ukraine, according to the 
Syngenta Group.
“Even before the war, the world was already in a food crisis as 
prices of staples surged and hunger was on the rise.”
About 400 million people are dependent on Russia and 
Ukraine for food due to their significant roles within the global 
food supply chain, according to Syngenta.
Bloomberg writer Alonso Soto reported yesterday that, “The 
Spanish government will allow rationing of some products 
by retailers, as part of broad measures to cushion the econom-
ic impact of the war in Ukraine.
“Stores will be allowed to temporarily limit ‘the number of 
goods that can be bought by a client,’ according to the rule 
published in the Official Gazette Wednesday. The govern-
ment didn’t name any specific type of products that could be 
affected.”
Soto explained that, “Ukraine is the main supplier of corn and 
sunflower oil to Spain, providing 30% and 60% of imports 
respectively, according to Madrid-based economic consul-
tancy Afi. Madrid has eased grain import rules to increase 
supplies from Brazil and Argentina.”

And Melissa Eddy and Raphael 
Minder reported in today’s New 
York Times that, “A crucial por-
tion of the world’s wheat, corn 
and barley is trapped in Russia 
and Ukraine because of the war, 

while an even larger portion of the world’s fertilizers is stuck 
in Russia and Belarus. Global food and fertilizer prices are 
soaring as a result: Since the invasion last month, wheat prices 
have increased by 21 percent, barley by 33 percent and some 
fertilizers by 40 percent.
“Supermarket shelves in Germany were empty where stocks 
of flour and sunflower oil normally stand, as consumers have 
snapped up more than their share in anticipation of potential 
shortages.
“Germany’s Agriculture Ministry sought to assuage fears of 
food shortages on Wednesday, pointing out that the country 
is largely self-sufficient in producing wheat. But the ministry 
acknowledged that prices for food were rising, driven by an 
increase in prices for energy and fertilizer.”

The Times article stated that, “In recent weeks, Spanish super-
markets have at times run out of items, like sunflower oil, that 
are usually imported from Ukraine and Russia.”
Dow Jones writer Kirk Maltais reported yesterday that, “Corn 
for May delivery rose 1.6% to $7.38 a bushel on the Chicago 
Board of Trade Wednesday as peace talks fail to end a conflict 
threatening global grain supplies.”
Meanwhile, Reuters News reported today that, “Russia plans 
to increase its export quotas for nitrogen and complex fertil-
izers, its economy ministry said in a statement on Thursday.

“Russia is a major pro-
ducer of potash, phos-
phate and nitrogen con-
taining fertilisers – key 
crop and soil nutrients. It 
produces more than 50 
million tonnes a year of 

them, 13% of the global total, and exports to Asia and Latin 
America.
“In November, Moscow decided to limit exports of nitrogen 
fertilisers and complex nitrogen-containing fertilisers for Dec 
1-May 31 to help curb any further increase in food prices 
amid higher gas prices.”
The Reuters article noted that, “The quotas will be raised by 
231,000 tonnes for nitrogen fertilizers and by 466,000 tons for 
complex fertilizers, the ministry said in a statement.
“The measure will help to increase exports of these products 
and at the same time secure sufficient amount of the crop nu-
trients for domestic farmers, it added.”
And a separate Reuters article from yesterday reported that, 
“Belarus will allow companies to export potash fertilizer in 
response to Western sanctions, Tass news agency said on 
Wednesday, citing a government decision. It did not give 
details.
“State-owned Belaruskali is one of the world’s largest produc-
ers of potash.”
Also yesterday, Reuters writer Jonathan Saul reported that, 
“Ukraine accused Russia on Wednesday of planting mines 
in the Black Sea and said some of those munitions had to be 
defused off Turkey and Romania as risks to vital merchant 
shipping in the region grow.
“The Black Sea is a major shipping route for grain, oil and oil 
products. Its waters are shared by Bulgaria, Romania, Geor-
gia and Turkey as well as Ukraine and Russia.”

And Reuters writers Natalia Zinets and Luiza Ilie reported 

yesterday that, “Ukraine is in talks with Romania on ship-
ping its farming exports via the Romanian Black Sea port 
of Constanta, as Russia’s invasion has blocked off Ukrainian 
ports, Ukraine’s agriculture ministry said in a statement on 
Wednesday.”
“Romania’s agriculture ministry confirmed the talks over 
how to help Ukraine deliver its exports through Constanta 
port ‘as soon as possible,’” the Reuters article said.
With respect to production prospects, Reuters writer Pavel 
Polityuk reported today that, “Ukraine’s 2022 grain harvest 
could fall by 55% to 38.9 million tonnes due to a sharp de-
crease in sowing and harvesting areas caused by the Russian 
invasion, the APK-Inform agriculture consultancy said.”
The Global Report on Food Crises 2022 
Globally, levels of hunger remain alarmingly high. In 2021, 
they surpassed all previous records as reported by the Global 
Report on Food Crises (GRFC), with close to 193 million 
people acutely food insecure and in need of urgent assistance 
across 53 countries/territories, according to the findings of the 
GRFC 2022. This represents an increase of nearly 40 million 
people compared to the previous high reached in 2020 (re-
ported in the GRFC 2021).
This increase must be interpreted with care, given that it can be 
attributed to both a worsening acute food insecurity situation 
and a substantial (22 percent) expansion in the population ana-
lyzed between 2020 and 2021. However, even when consid-
ering the share of the analyzed population in Crisis or worse 
(IPC/CH Phase 3 or above) or equivalent, the proportion of 
the population in these phases has increased since 2020.
When considering the results of the six editions of the GRFC, 
the number of people has risen by 80 percent since 2016, 
when around 108 million people across 48 countries were 
acutely food insecure and in need of urgent assistance (Crisis 
or worse (IPC/CH Phase 3 or above) or equivalent.

When comparing 
the 39 countries/
territories that were 
consistently in food 
crisis in all six edi-
tions of the GRFC, 
the number of peo-

ple in Crisis or worse (IPC/CH Phase 3 or above) or equiv-
alent almost doubled between 2016 and 2021 – up from 94 
million to almost 180 million.
This increase across the six years of the GRFC – both in 
terms of absolute numbers and the percentage of the ana-
lyzed population in these three highest acute food insecurity 
phases – reflects increased availability of acute food insecu-
rity data, broader geographical coverage, revised population 
figures, and deteriorating food security contexts in a number 
of countries.
The outlook for global acute food insecurity in 2022 is ex-
pected to deteriorate further relative to 2021. In particular, the 
unfolding war in Ukraine is likely to exacerbate the already 
severe 2022 acute food insecurity forecasts included in this 
report, given that the repercussions of the war on global food, 
energy and fertilizer prices and supplies have not yet been fac-
tored into most country-level projection analyses.
The GRFC focuses on food crises where the local capaci-
ties to respond are insufficient, prompting a request for the 
urgent mobilization of the international community, as well 
as in countries/territories where there is ample evidence that 
the magnitude and severity of the food crisis exceed the local 
resources and capacities needed to respond effectively.
It provides estimates for populations in countries/territories 
where data are available, based on the Integrated Food Secu-
rity Phase Classification (IPC) and Cadre Harmonisé (CH) or 
comparable sources. Populations in Crisis or worse (IPC/CH 
Phase 3 or above) or equivalent are in need of urgent food and 
livelihood assistance.

A closer look at 2021
In 2021, almost 40 million people were facing Emergency 
or worse (IPC/CH Phase 4 or above) conditions, across 36 
countries. Of critical concern were over half a million of peo-
ple (570 000) facing Catastrophe (IPC/CH Phase 5) – star-
vation and death – in four countries: Ethiopia, South Sudan, 
southern Madagascar and Yemen. 

The number of people facing these dire conditions is four 
times that observed in 2020 and seven times higher than in 
2016. During the first half of 2021, localized areas in South 
Sudan continued to face Famine Likely (IPC Phase 5).
An additional 236 million people were in Stressed (IPC/CH 
Phase 2) across 41 countries/territories in 2021 and required 
livelihood support and assistance for disaster risk reduction to 
prevent them from slipping into worse levels of acute food 
security.
In 2021, almost 70 percent of the total number of people in 
Crisis or worse (IPC/CH Phase 3 or above) or equivalent 
were found in ten food crisis countries/territories: the Demo-
cratic Republic of the Congo, Afghanistan, Ethiopia, Yemen, 
northern Nigeria, the Syrian Arab Republic, the Sudan, South 
Sudan, Pakistan, and Haiti. In seven of these, conflict/insecuri-
ty was the primary driver of acute food insecurity.
Drivers of acute food insecurity in 2021
While the food crises profiled in the GRFC continue to be 
driven by multiple, integrated drivers that are often mutually 
reinforcing, conflict/insecurity remains the main driver. In 
2021, around 139 million people were facing Crisis or worse 
(IPC/CH Phase 3 or above) or equivalent across 24 countries/
territories where conflict/insecurity was considered the prima-
ry driver.
This is a marked increase from 2020, when 99 million peo-
ple in 23 conflict-affected countries/territories were in Crisis 
or worse (IPC/CH Phase 3 or above) or equivalent. It was 
the key driver in three of the four countries with populations 
in Catastrophe (IPC Phase 5) – Ethiopia, South Sudan and 
Yemen.
Economic shocks formed the main driver in 21 countries 
in 2021, where 30.2 million people were in Crisis or worse 
(IPC/CH Phase 3 or above) or equivalent. Global food prices 
rose to new heights in 2021 as a result of a combination of 
factors, notably an uneven global economic recovery from 
the COVID-19 pandemic and widespread supply chain 
disruptions.

Domestic food price inflation in many low-income countries 
rose significantly, particularly those with weak currencies and 
a high reliance on food imports, in those where border clo-
sures, conflict or insecurity disrupted trade flows and where 
weather extremes severely curtailed food production/avail-

ability. These macroeconomic factors had a major impact 
on the purchasing power of the poorest households, many of 
which were still experiencing job and income losses due to 
pandemic-related restrictions.
Weather extremes were the main drivers of acute food inse-
curity in eight African countries, with 23.5 million people in 
Crisis or worse (IPC/CH Phase 3 or above) or equivalent, in-
cluding in southern Madagascar, where nearly 14 000 people 
were in Catastrophe (IPC Phase 5) in April–September 2021 
due to the effects of drought.
The impact of weather-related disasters on acute food inse-
curity has intensified since 2020, when it was considered the 
primary driver for 15.7 million people across 15 countries. 
Weather shocks – in the form of drought, rainfall deficits, 
flooding and cyclones – have been particularly detrimental in 
key crises in East, Central and Southern Africa, and Eurasia.
Malnutrition in food-crisis countries
Malnutrition remained at critical levels in countries affect-
ed by food crises, driven by a complex interplay of factors, 
including low quality food due to acute food insecurity and 
poor child-feeding practices, a high prevalence of childhood 
illnesses, and poor access to sanitation, drinking water and 
health care.
While data is limited, according to analyses carried out in 
2021, almost 26 million children under 5 years old were suf-
fering from wasting and in need of urgent treatment in 23 of 
the 35 major food crises. Within this, over 5 million children 
were at an increased risk of death due to severe wasting. In 
the ten food-crisis countries with the highest number of people 
in Crisis or worse (IPC/CH Phase 3 or above) or equivalent, 
17.5 million children were wasted.

Displacement in 
2021
People uprooted from 
their homes are among 
the most vulnerable to 
acute food insecurity 
and malnutrition. In 

2021, out of 51 million internally displaced people (IDP) 
globally, nearly 45 million were in 24 food-crisis countries/
territories. The six countries/territories with the highest num-
bers of IDPs – the Syrian Arab Republic, Afghanistan, the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Yemen, Ethiopia and 
the Sudan – were among the ten largest food crises in 2021 
by numbers of people in Crisis or worse (IPC/CH Phase 3 or 
above) or equivalent.
Out of around 21 million refugees and 4 million asylum 
seekers globally in 2021, over 60 percent (around 15.3 mil-
lion people) were hosted in 52 food-crisis countries/territories, 
where a mix of conflict/insecurity, COVID-19, poverty, food 
insecurity and weather extremes compounded their humani-
tarian plight (UNHCR, November 2021).
A grim outlook for 2022
The situation is expected to worsen in 2022. In 41 out of the 
53 countries/territories included in this report, as well as Cabo 
Verde, between 179 million and 181 million people are al-
ready forecast to be in Crisis or worse (IPC/CH Phase 3 or 
above) or equivalent in 2022. No forecast was available at the 
time of publication for 12 of the 53 countries/territories with an 
estimate reported in 2021.
For most of the world’s major food crises, acute food insecu-
rity is expected to persist at similar levels to 2021 or increase. 
Major deteriorations are anticipated in northern Nigeria, Ye-
men, Burkina Faso and the Niger due to conflict, as well as 
in Kenya, South Sudan and Somalia, largely due to the im-
pact of consecutive seasons of below-average rains. Though 
significant uncertainty exists, an estimated 2.5–4.99 million 
people in Ukraine will likely need humanitarian assistance in 
the near term (FEWS NET, April 2022).

(Article Continues Below)
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A grim outlook for 2022

During 2022, around 329,000 people will likely face 
Catastrophe (IPC Phase 5) in three countries. It is expect-
ed that for the fifth consecutive year, Yemen will have 
populations in Catastrophe (IPC Phase 5), with 161 000 
people projected to be in this phase in the second half 
of 2022 under the most likely scenario. In a less likely, 
worst-case scenario, there is a Risk of Famine in at least 
two districts. Another 87 000 people are projected to face 
Catastrophe (IPC Phase 5) in South Sudan due to the cu-
mulative effects of conflict/insecurity, weather extremes 
and macro-economic challenges. In Somalia, prolonged 
drought could push 81 000 people into Catastrophe (IPC 
Phase 5). Although not the most likely scenario, a Risk 
of Famine could emerge in Somalia by mid-2022, if the 
April–June Gu season rains fail, if conflict intensifies, if 
drought increases displacement and if food prices con-
tinue to rise. An additional factor influencing a Risk of 
Famine is if humanitarian assistance is not scaled up 
and does not reach the country’s most vulnerable pop-
ulations.
Our collective challenge
The alarmingly high incidence of acute food insecurity 
and malnutrition starkly exposes the fragility of global 
and local food systems that are under mounting strain 
from the increased frequency and severity of weather 
extremes, the COVID-19 pandemic, increasing con-
flict and insecurity and rising global food prices. The 
interconnectedness of drivers is further laid bare by the 
unfolding war in Ukraine, which not only compromises 
the food security of those directly affected by the war, 
but compounds existing challenges faced by millions of 
acutely food-insecure people worldwide. Some coun-
tries facing food crises are particularly vulnerable to the 
risks to food markets created by the war in the Black Sea 
area, notably due to their high dependency on imports of 
food, fuel and agricultural inputs and/or vulnerability to 
global food price shocks.
While the international community has stepped up to 

calls for urgent famine mitigation action, global hu-
manitarian and development funding for food crises 
is failing to match growing needs. While funding for 
humanitarian food assistance has been falling since 
2017, the current shortfall is particularly stark due the 
COVID-19-induced economic slowdown and priori-
tization of the public health response to the pandemic.

The way forward
The international com-
munity must anticipate 
and act to mitigate the 
severe consequences 
of those already ex-

periencing the highest levels of acute food insecurity, 
as well as of those in food stress. The situation calls 
more than ever for at-scale action to protect lives and 
livelihoods and support sustainable food systems and 
production where it is needed most.
In contexts where food availability is limited by re-
duced imports and food access curtailed by higher 
prices and reduced humanitarian food assistance, pro-
viding support to farmers to raise their productivity and 
improve their access to markets, and to rural commu-
nities to diversify their livelihoods and enhance their 
resilience to shocks is crucial.
The international community must mobilize the in-
vestments and political will needed to collectively ad-
dress the causes and consequences of escalating food 
crises across humanitarian, development and peace 
perspectives. The urgency to do this will likely con-
tinue to grow in the coming months and years, driven 
by the direct and indirect effects of the war in Ukraine.

The GRFC is a pow-
erful guide for deci-
sion-makers in the 
international commu-
nity. Though this report 
demonstrates that over-
all quality of data has 

improved, further work is needed to improve cover-
age, quality and timeliness of data collection and analy-
sis. High quality and timely food security and nutrition 
data and information are vital in ensuring a situation 
analysis that identifies not only outcomes, but hunger’s 
main drivers, for a targeted and integrated response.
Related

Ukraine Invasion May Lead To                             
Worldwide Food Crisis, Warns UN

Global  Organization sounds alarm as war                                            
threatens supply of wheat and other staples

UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres warned 
last week against the emergence of the global food 
insecurity which cannot be solved without restoring 
Ukrainian agricultural production to the world market.
UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres has warned 
of the “hurricane of hunger and a meltdown of the 
global food system” in the wake of a simmering crisis 
in Ukraine.
The UN chief in March warned of the “hurricane of 
hunger and a meltdown of the global food system” in 
the wake of a simmering crisis in Ukraine.

UN Secretary-General 
Antonio Guterres warns                                                                        
of ‘hurricane of hunger’ 
amid Ukraine crisis.
According to Internation-
al Grains Council data, 
Ukraine was the world’s 

fourth largest exporter of maize (corn) in the 2020/21 
season and the number six wheat exporter. However, 
a UN food agency official said on Friday that nearly 
25 million tonnes of grains are now stuck in Ukraine.
The exportable surplus, as Ukrainian agriculture offi-
cials say, is around 12 million tonnes and the country’s 
stocks are so high that there will not be enough room 
to store the new harvest when it comes.
Ukrainian Agriculture Minister Mykola Solskyi said 
earlier on Monday that the country has sown about 
7 million hectares of spring crops so far this year, or 
25-30% less than in the corresponding period of 2021.
Solskyi added that Ukraine had exported 1.090 million 
tonnes of grain in April, but that the sowing was not of 
the same quality as last year and the sowing area for 
corn was smaller.
The agriculture minister underlined the importance of 
exports of Ukrainian grain via Romania, where they 
are being taken by rail, but said those exports could 
be complicated in two months by exports of the new 
wheat crop in Romania and Bulgaria.
The world is facing a potential food crisis, with soar-
ing prices and millions in danger of severe hunger, 
as the war in Ukraine threatens supplies of key staple 
crops, the UN Food and Agriculture Organization has 
warned.
Maximo Torero, the chief economist at the FAO, said 
food prices were already high before Russia invaded 
Ukraine, owing to the effects of the Covid-19 pandem-
ic. The additional strain of war could tip the global food 
system into disaster, he warned.

 “We were already having problems with food prices,” 
he told the Guardian in an interview. “What countries 
are doing now is exacerbating that, and the war is put-
ting us in situation where we could easily fall into a 
food crisis.”
Wheat prices hit record highs in recent days, though 
they have fallen back slightly. Overall, food prices 
have been rising since the second half of 2020, ac-
cording to the FAO, and reached an all-time high in 
February, after wheat and barley prices rose by nearly 
a third and rapeseed and sunflower oil by more than 
60% during 2021. The price of urea, a key nitrogen fer-
tiliser, has more than tripled in the past year, on rising 
energy prices.
At least 50 countries depend on Russia and Ukraine 
for 30% or more of their wheat supply, and many 
developing countries in northern Africa, Asia and the 
near east are among the most reliant.
Poor countries are bearing the brunt of the price in-
creases. Many of the poorest countries were already 
struggling financially, with some facing debt crises, 
amid the pandemic.
“My greatest fear is that the conflict continues – then 
we will have a situation of significant levels of food 
price rises, in poor countries that were already in an ex-
tremely weak financial situation owing to Covid-19,” 
said Torero, one of the world’s foremost experts on 

food and hunger. “The number of chronically hungry 
people will grow significantly, if that is the case.”

The Covid-19 pandemic has 
reduced developing coun-
tries’ capacity to cope. “Food 
systems were able to be more 
resilient in 2019, though they 
struggled at the beginning,” 

said Torero. “Stocks were very high at the beginning 
of Covid-19, there was the capacity then to respond 
to the shock. But having Covid-19 for two years has 
weakened the resilience of food systems.”
The war in Ukraine presents multiple threats to food 
security that will be felt across the world, according to 
the FAO. Ukraine and Russia are major food export-
ers, so the war directly threatens supplies of staples 
such as wheat, maize and sunflower oil.
Ukraine alone supplied 12% of global wheat before 
the war, and was the biggest producer of sunflower oil. 
About two-thirds of the country’s wheat exports had 
already been delivered before the invasion, but the rest 
is now blocked, and farmers may be unable to contin-
ue with spring planting, or take in grain harvests in the 
summer.
But the crisis goes deeper: Ukraine and Russia are also 
major producers of fertiliser, prices for which had al-
ready leapt under high energy prices – and the war is 
sending energy prices higher still, with further impacts 
on agricultural production costs.
There is also the threat of countries closing their mar-
kets in response. The worst food price spikes in recent 
memory struck in 2007-08 and resumed in 2010-12, 
caused by high energy prices followed by poor weath-
er. Those sudden peaks contributed to riots and politi-
cal upheavals, the shocks of which are still being felt.
The agriculture ministers of the G7 group of richest 
countries met on Friday to coordinate a response, urg-
ing countries to keep markets open.

Russia played a 
role in the crises 
more than a de-
cade ago, with 
restrictions on ex-
ports, especially in 
2010 when Vlad-
imir Putin banned 

all grain exports after drought in key growing regions. 
If Putin were to restrict or redirect exports again – after 
his manipulation of energy exports in the run-up to the 
war – it would cause severe problems in global food 
markets.
“Right now, we can’t say prices are higher than in 
2007-08, but it can get worse. If the energy and fertilis-
er situation becomes more serious, that will be worse 
than in 2007-08. If you add to that the potential for ex-
port restrictions, it will get worse,” Torero said.
“Of course Russia can do what they want with their 
production. If they restricted exports, then the situation 
would get worse. Prices would increase even more,” 
he added. “We urge all countries, not only Russia but 
all countries, not to put export restrictions in place.”
Torero urged countries to keep food systems open 
and to share information on stocks, harvests and food 
availability, to try to even out supply issues. Countries 
that were in a position to produce more should do so, 
he said.
“Right now, the short-term problem is availability. We 
need to find ways to fill the gap [in production caused 
by the war],” he said. “We think the gap can be closed 
somewhat, but not 100%. Countries should also try to 
diversify their suppliers.”

Even if the conflict 
were to be resolved 
quickly, the im-
pacts would be felt 
for some time, he 
said. The soaring 
price of fertilizer, 

for instance, will have a delayed impact, reducing 
yields for harvests still to come, as farmers start to use 
less of it now.
“These are the problems we will see next year,” said 
Torero. (Courtesy https://www.theguardian.com/)
Related
“World Must Take Immediate Steps To Unblock 

Ukrainian Ports, Prevent Global Food Crisis”                                 
--Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelenskiy

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy has ac-
cused Russia of blocking his country’s ports, saying 
the international community should take immediate 
steps to end the move in order to allow wheat exports 
and prevent a global food crisis.
Zelenskiy made his comments in an online post on 
Monday after speaking to European Council President 
Charles Michel, who was visiting the city of Odesa, a 
major Black Sea port for exporting agricultural prod-
ucts.
“It is important to prevent a food crisis in the world 
caused by Russia’s aggressive actions,” Zelenskiy 
claimed on the Telegram messaging app.
“Immediate measures must be taken to unblock 
Ukrainian ports for wheat exports,” he added, without 
specifying the types of measures he would like.
Michel, who chairs summits of the European Union’s 
national leaders, also tweeted that he had seen silos full 
of grain, wheat and corn in Odesa that was ready for 
export but blocked.

A combine har-
vests wheat in the 
Novovodolazhsky 
district of Ukraine’s 
Kharkiv region on 
July 25, 2017. (Photo 
by Reuters)

“This badly needed food is stranded because of the 
Russian war and blockade of Black sea ports, causing 
dramatic consequences for vulnerable countries. We 
need a global response,” the European Council official 
wrote.
Russia has been accused of blocking Ukrainian ports 
after Russian President Vladimir Putin announced the 
launch of the “special military operation” on February 
24.
The conflict has provoked a unanimous response from 
Western countries, which have imposed a long list of 
sanctions on Moscow. (Courtesy https://www.nbs24.
org/)
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